
RLF equips leaders for today … and tomorrow 

 
IT leaders today face a broad array of challenges:  the cloud, robotics, block chaining, big data, 
and myriad other technologies coming from every direction.  Indeed, the role of an IT leader has 
transformed from a back office player into a critically strategic part of the business. 
But to be real differentiators, effective IT leaders must look within themselves and at others 
around them.  They must become aware of their leadership style – and when situations demand 
another approach or an alternate style.  Additionally, they need a broader perspective, that of a 
business executive, rather than solely a technology perspective.  Today it is no longer a 
“technology strategy.” Rather, it is a “business strategy” based on technology. 
 
In recent years, hundreds of national and global companies have turned to SIM’s RLF program 
to help develop such leaders.  Over a nine-month period, RLF provides long-term leadership 
development that helps people become more strategic within their organizations and expert at 
influencing others to obtain alignment and buy-in from the rest of the organization.   
 
And RLF is helping to foster three fundamental capabilities for 21st century technology leaders to 
be able to influence the rest of the organization and to help lead strategy. The first is credibility. 
Deliver on promises without fail and ensure that they meet real needs. If people can count on IT 
then they will be more apt to listen and value IT’s perspective.   
 
The second is the ability to demonstrate a deep understanding of the business, how technology 
enables the business, and strategic thinking that drives innovation. Talk in business terms about 
what the business problem/need is and how technology can address it rather than about the 
latest cutting edge technology while looking for ways to implement it.  IT should make things 
easy for the business.   
 
The third is including business partners from the start in discussions about technology in the 
business strategy, rather than developing a technology strategy and then presenting it to 
business partners.  If they are involved they are more likely to feel that they have skin in the 
game. 
 
After establishing credibility and engaging the business, IT leaders can then position technology 
as an enabler of:  savings and efficiencies, process improvements (both of which should show 
clear ROI for any investments), meeting business and customer needs, product innovations, 
and attaining/maintaining market leadership.  This really amounts to changing the organizational 
dynamics and perhaps even the structure itself, bringing technology and the business closer 
together to facilitate communication and understanding.  
 
These skills and capabilities and awareness and understanding do not come without effort and 
investment and commitment. They also don’t come from online courses and 2-day workshops. 
They are, however, at the core of SIM’s RLF program.    
 

Today’s IT leaders who experience RLF find it is a journey of learning, experiencing, adapting, 

and discovering; based on highly-engaging interaction with peers, professional colleagues, and 

renowned leaders.  Above all, they find RLF is helping them become a more effective leader 

today – and tomorrow. 

https://www.simnet.org/general/custom.asp?page=RLF_Leadership

